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Context
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A wide array of public opinion research has investigated voter attitudes on democracy-related 
issues, including the relative effectiveness of different messaging frames. However, to date, 
this messaging research has focused on discrete issues, like campaign finance reform and 
voting rights, rather than the broader goal of strengthening U.S. democracy. The goals set 
forth ahead of this research included: 

1. Finding umbrella messages that unify the democracy-related issues and engage and 
motivate both the voting public and activists of Democracy Initiative organizations, 
particularly ways to link the issues of money in politics and voting rights.

2. Attempt to break through the evident frustration voters feel towards politicians and our 
current system, which too often can curdle the conversation with cynicism. 

3. Assess differences between an equal voice frame and a corruption frame, under the 
framework of which is better at motivating voters who feel resigned about democracy 
issues and cynical about any solutions. 

This extensive research project has yielded important results that will inform the message 
strategy of this coalition to mobilize voters around democracy issues.



Methodology
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Lake Research Partners designed and administered an online dial survey among 860 likely 
2016 voters nationwide with oversamples of 100 African Americans, 100 Hispanics, and 200 
Asians. The survey also included oversamples of 101 advocates, 100 environmental 
organization members, and 100 union members.  

Participants were randomly selected from a national panel of registered voters. Data was 
weighted to reflect the attributes of the likely voter population. Interviews among likely 
voters were conducted between July 15th and July 22, 2015. Advocates were contacted using 
lists provided by the Democracy Initiative, and members were contacted directly by their 
member organizations. Advocates and members were surveyed between July 17th and August 
25th, 2015. The margin of error for the national sample is +/- 3.5%. It is higher among 
subgroups.

The survey research follows sixteen focus groups LRP designed, conducted, and moderated 
on behalf of the Democracy Initiative and Demos. The groups were conducted between June 
2014 and March 24, 2015 among likely voters in Philadelphia, Denver, Hartford, Seattle, 
Orlando, Milwaukee, and Houston.
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• The early phase of qualitative research uncovered two key findings that were refined 
further during the focus groups this year and online dial survey: 

1. To voters, political equality is about having an equal voice. In fact, phrases like equal 
voice and having all voices heard work much better than the phrase political equality. 

2. The political equality frame can beat political corruption. Inequality is a frame 
describing broader problems throughout the system, while people feel corruption is 
already illegal. The corruption frame certainly resonates due to familiarity but has the 
potential to demotivate voters who feel resigned about the money in politics issue 
and cynical about any solutions. 

• The focus groups also underscored that clear delivery of the frame is critical, as is the 
order in which the aspiration and problem is discussed. Voters respond better to frames 
that begin and end with a strong, empowering aspirational message—with the problem 
discussed in the middle. This frame delivery makes voters feel more empowered and 
hopeful about what can be changed. When we build the democracy issues into this frame 
of equal voice we get a productive conversation with voters. 

• Importantly, through this research we have found ways to link the issues of money in 
politics and voting rights together so that umbrella frames can be used to talk about a 
variety of democracy issues. The values of voice and equal say are themes that can link the 
issues of money in politics and voting rights together. In an unequal system, the voices of 
the people are not being heard. 

How We Got to Today
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• Dial surveys allow us to measure moment-to-moment responses to communication in 
order to identify language and words that resonate for voters. Dial surveys allow us to 
isolate particular phrases and words that persuade and mobilize voters. Anat Shenker-
Osorio of ASO Communications played a key role in developing and refining the messages 
ahead of the survey. 

• Notably, the team invited a sampling of advocates and organization members to 
participate in the dial survey. It is essential to ensure the messages that work among 
voters are messages that also resonate with advocates and motivate them to push the 
campaign forward. Ultimately, advocates are the carriers of the messages.

• The dial-tested results were assessed based upon how well they engage the base, 
persuade the middle, and alienate the opposition. The intensity of support among base 
constituencies is the primary consideration (otherwise the message will not spread). Our 
messages must also be persuasive to those who will listen and draw the uncommitted to 
accept our position on and attitudes towards democracy-related issues.

• Scoring dials tests by analyzing the base and persuadable lines assures us our messages 
are progressive and persuasive. If we have messages that garner significant support from 
our opposition, that’s actually a cause for concern. This indicates that what we’re saying 
doesn’t necessarily work in service of the attitude and policy changes we seek.  

Base, Persuasion, and Opposition: An Explainer 



Defining the Base, Opposition, and Persuasion
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Throughout the survey we refer to targets as base, 
opposition, and persuasion. These groups were devised 
through a statistical cluster analysis.

Base (13% of votes): 

• Strongly cluster around the need to have an equal 
voice, and would be willing to have their tax dollars 
contribute to financing a fairer and more equal system. 

• They tend to be women, Democrats, and people of 
color, though a majority are still white. 

• These voters are the core supporters of democracy 
reforms across the board. 

Opposition (10% of voters):

• Strongly cluster around values of free speech and 
individual responsibility, and do not want any of their 
tax dollars spent to finance political campaigns.

• They tend to be older, white, men, and Republicans.

Persuasion (77% of voters):

• Values more closely reflect those of the total 
population. They are receptive to democracy reforms 
but not automatically supportive. 

• Their demographics closely reflect the national 
electorate.

Demographics Total 
(%)

Base Opp. Pers.

Men 48 45 68 46

Women 52 55 32 54

Under 30 16 13 4 18

30-39 15 14 14 15

40-49 15 17 21 15

50-64 30 34 27 29

Over 65 24 23 34 23

White 69 57 82 69

AA 13 15 7 13

Latino 12 14 5 13

White Men 35 24 59 34

White Women 34 33 23 35

AA Men 5 9 4 5

AA Women 8 6 3 9

Latino Men 5 8 2 5

Latinas 7 5 3 7

Democrat 43 67 11 43

Independent 17 17 17 17

Republican 38 16 67 38



Key Findings – Values
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• As we found in the focus groups, most voters perceive that there is something fundamentally 
wrong in our American democracy today. At the most basic level, there is a connection 
between frustration on policy issues and the dysfunction in our political system, and the ways 
it’s not working for the people. 

• Base voters are near-unanimous in their beliefs that the power of wealthy special interests 
means we’re all not truly equal citizens, and that only the wealthy can set the political agenda, 
or run for and win office. Persuasion voters more closely align with base voters in these beliefs, 
while the opposition is more likely to disagree.

• There is less clarity on issues surrounding voting rights and voter suppression. As we saw in 
the focus groups, voters overall do not readily perceive voting as a problem. In fact, voters 
broadly agree that it’s easy for anyone to vote if they just take responsibility. Even among base 
voters, nearly three-fourths believe that it is easy for anyone to vote if they just take 
responsibility. That belief is even more intrinsic among persuasion voters. That said, civil rights 
is a key motivator for base voters and advocates.  

• Voters share a widespread belief that government is not addressing issues important to “us.” 
Voters believe that politicians fight with each other for their own power and to serve special 
interests, rather than working together. Voters believe “out of balance” best describes our 
democracy today. 

• Voters and advocates respond strongly to inclusive language that references everyone. As we 
discovered in the focus groups, they also like of, by, and for the people. 

• Notably, those who think their voice is heard the least in our democracy today are actually the 
opposition. Meanwhile, a majority of Asian Americans – and a plurality of African Americans 
and Latinos – believe their voices are being heard in our democracy today.



Key Findings – Problems & Solutions
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• Voters see that the current system dominated by money produces outcomes that are 
out of balance with the needs and concerns of the people. 

• Voters strongly believe that politicians themselves as well as the actions they are 
taking in government do not reflect the will of the people, and are not addressing 
concerns in their communities and families. Voters continue to be vexed by the 
divisiveness of the system and gridlock in Washington.

• The idea that our elected officials and government are out of touch with the needs of 
everyday Americans is a theme that can link the issues of money in politics and voting 
rights together. In such a system, the voices of the people are not being heard. 
Manipulation of voting rules to discourage or prevent some people from participating—
to maintain power and win certain elections—excludes the voices of regular Americans.

• Notably—even after messaging—support for a public financing system remains broad 
but soft, with support from two-thirds of the electorate. Overall support increases only 
slightly, while intensity remains low. Of note, historically we have found support for 
public financing stronger when coupled with other solutions like transparency and 
contribution limits. In reality, any public financing system will have those added 
measures.

• Importantly, voters think it’s possible to create a government of, by, and for the 
people by working together. However, unlike most values statements where the base 
and opposition are poles apart, in this case it’s persuasion voters who are more cynical 
about the possibility of change. The base and opposition both believe more strongly that 
a government of, by, and for the people is possible. 



Text of Top Testing Frames
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Corruption

We need to clean up our political system and stop corruption in our democracy. Big campaign 
contributions and spending by large corporations and wealthy special interests are a form of legalized 
bribery that corrupts politicians and threatens the integrity of our democracy. The same groups that pour 
millions of dollars into politicians’ campaigns enjoy special access and special favors after each election. 
It’s time to restore our democracy and enforce tougher rules to ensure politicians can’t be bought by the 
highest bidder. 

Equal Say/ 
Price We 

Pay

We need strong protections in our democracy so every voter’s voice is heard, and every voice counts 
equally. That way we can all have an equal say over the decisions that affect our lives. Otherwise, big 
money yells loudest, sets the agenda, and rigs the rules in their favor, with tax breaks for the wealthy paid 
for by cuts in education or health care for the rest of us. We need to strengthen our democracy so that 
the government works for all of us.

• An equal voice frame is powerful in framing both the problem and the solutions—voters 
believe that part of the problem in democracy is that voters’ voices are drowned out by 
money and special interests, or simply ignored. Importantly, pointing out that big money 
yells the loudest alienates opposition and engages the base and persuasion voters. This 
frame is also stronger in motivating advocates and base voters than corruption frames. 

• A corruption frame is equally strong among base and persuasion voters, particularly 
language that we need to clean up our political system. But a corruption frame benefits 
from familiarity and doesn’t effectively alienate the opposition. In fact it’s the strongest in 
motivating them. It also lacks specific language that is able to engage the base and 
persuasion voters while alienating the opposition—the goal of this type of messaging. 



Text of Top Testing Messages
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Everyone

We need to build a democracy where everyone participates, every vote is counted, and everyone’s voice is 
heard; where people from all walks of life can run for and win office, not just the wealthy and well-connected; 
where every eligible American has the right to vote; and where politicians are held accountable to fair, common-
sense rules with tough enforcement of penalties. There are examples of strong protections in place and working 
in communities around the nation to curb the influence of money in politics. Now it’s time to strengthen our 
democracy by providing opportunity, real choices, and an equal voice for all. 

Future

As a nation and as individuals, we all want our children and the next generation to have a better life and more 
opportunities than we did. But there’s something wrong when millions of hardworking Americans are just 
scraping by. That’s what happens when a few wealthy special interests have too much power and make the 
rules—working families get left behind. We need to work together to put everyday American families first and 
foremost, not just the wealthy and special interests. I want my children and the next generation to inherit a free 
and fair America, and that will take coming together to make our democracy work for us. 

People 
Power

America is a nation of farmers, teachers, caregivers, inventors, entrepreneurs, and workers, founded on the 
belief that we are all created equal. We know that it’s not what you look like or where you come from that 
matters, but who you are. Our country’s strength is grounded in our ability to take many perspectives and work 
together as one. That’s why we believe in bringing all voices to the table, and ensuring that our elections are free, 
fair, and accessible for all citizens. When some voices are kept out of the political process, we all miss out. We 
need to strengthen our democracy so that every American has an equal voice in order to build a more perfect 
union.



Messaging Recommendations
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 Talking about the future and next generation makes voters feel more empowered and hopeful about what 
can be changed—and motivated to take action. 

 Asserting our civil rights history as one of progress is strong for motivating base voters and activists, while 
being slightly less engaging to a broader persuasion audience. 

 Building in aspirational language is important to offset the deep-seated cynicism many voters hold towards 
politicians, government, and our democracy today. 

 An equal voice frame is significantly less motivating for the opposition than a corruption frame. That’s a 
good result and means this frame is driving a wedge between our opponents and the broader public.

 As we saw in the focus groups, voters overall do not readily perceive voting as a problem. In fact, voters 
are in strong agreement that it’s easy for anyone to vote if they just take responsibility. But importantly, 
the largest increase after messaging is among those who believe special interests are changing the rules to 
make it harder for some Americans to vote. 

 The need for disclosure, transparency, and accountability is strong. 

 The proposal with the weakest level of support is a system of public financing through a small contribution 
match. Moving forward, it will be important to find ways to better embed public financing in a discussion 
about broader democracy issues. 

 When necessary, say “power” instead of “influence.”

 Across demographics, the villain that most resonates with voters are wealthy special interests. As we 
found in the focus groups, this villain can speak to the broad array of problems in our democracy today, 
and is able to conjure the values of voice and equal say. 

 A villain of wealthy special interests also effectively alienates the opposition. 

Values

Solutions

Framing the Villain



Language Recommendations
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Replace these… With these…

Corruption Equal voice and equal say

Individual 

Of, by, and for the people

Everyone participates, every vote is 
counted, and everyone’s voice is heard

Cynicism 

A better life and more opportunities
for the next generation

Working together

Unresponsive Out of balance 

Passive language Fight for our democracy

Influence Power

Politicians as the villain Wealthy special interests as the villain 



71

28

63

34

55

41

31 10 25 12 19 13

Well Not Well Well Not Well Well Not Well
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Out of Balance Corrupt Unresponsive

Voters believe “out of balance” best describes our democracy today.
“Corrupt” and “unresponsive” are other negative descriptors that a
majority of voters believe describe our democracy today well.

Not Well at All

Not Well

Very Well

Well

Thinking about elections and politics in the United States in recent years, how well do these 
words describe our democracy today?



45

53

31

67

28

70

26

73

14 22 9 41 7 41 6 41

Well Not Well Well Not Well Well Not Well Well Not Well

Fair to all

14

Free Everyone has an 
equal voice

Of, by, and for 
the people

Meanwhile, a majority of voters disagree with positive sentiments
used to describe our democracy. Voters disagree the most with the
idea the our democracy today is “fair to all.”

Not Well at All

Not Well

Very Well

Well

Thinking about elections and politics in the United States in recent years, how well do these 
words describe our democracy today?
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Those who think their voice is heard the least in our democracy today are
actually the opposition. Meanwhile, a majority of Asian Americans – and a
plurality of African Americans and Latinos – believe their voices are being heard.

35

14

51

Heard Neutral Not Heard

How much do you think your voice is heard in our democracy today?

% Total
Heard Not Heard Neutral

White men 29 58 14

White women 33 54 13

African 
Americans

42 38 20

Latinos 49 37 14

Asian
Americans

54 34 12

Under 30 43 38 19
30 to 39 50 40 10
40 to 49 45 46 10
50 to 64 25 60 15
Over 65 27 59 14
Democrat 42 42 16

Republican 30 60 10

Independent 28 53 18

Base 37 53 10

Persuasion 36 49 15

Opposition 21 67 13



84

86

35

35

It's easy for anyone to vote if they just take
responsibility

The lack of transparency and accountability in politics
and government hurts our democracy

16

Do you agree or disagree with this statement? (0-10 scale)

As we saw in the focus groups, voters overall do not readily perceive voting as a
problem. In fact, voters are in the strongest agreement that it’s easy for anyone to
vote if they just take responsibility. White voters in particular see voting as easy for
anyone, but, even among African American voters, this view is widely accepted.
However, the desire for greater transparency and accountability is equally strong.

Strongly agree (10)

Agree (6-10)

% Agree (6-10) All
Race by Gender Age Targets

W-M W-W AA-M AA-W L-M L-W <30 30-39 40-49 50-64 65+ B P O

The lack of transparency and 
accountability in politics and 
government hurts our 
democracy

86 86 89 78 81 88 81 81 84 86 87 91 100 84 81

It's easy for anyone to vote if 
they just take responsibility

84 86 85 77 81 84 76 81 78 85 86 86 73 85 89
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Base voters are near-unanimous in their beliefs that the power of wealthy
special interests means we’re all not truly equal citizens, and that only the
wealthy can set the political agenda, or run for and win office. Persuasion
voters mostly align with base voters in these beliefs, while the opposition
is more likely to disagree, laying the groundwork for effective messaging.

Do you agree or disagree with this statement? (0-10 scale)

% Agree (6-10) All
Race by Gender Age Targets

W-M W-W AA-M AA-W L-M L-W <30 30-39 40-49 50-64 65+ B P O

Wealthy donors and special 
interests are stacking the deck to 
help themselves get even richer, 
hurting the rest of us

81 80 84 76 77 94 78 76 81 80 85 82 100 83 46

A system that gives wealthy donors 
and special interests so much 
power means we're all not truly 
equal citizens

81 79 84 70 76 88 83 78 79 78 86 78 98 82 46

Right now, only the very wealthy or 
those with very wealthy supporters 
can run for office and win

80 82 82 62 70 87 81 76 79 85 83 75 96 80 58

Wealthy donors and special 
interests set the political agenda, 
drowning out the voices and 
concerns of voters like me

80 79 80 80 75 90 80 77 76 80 81 83 100 81 46



78

72

73

59

54

24

21

20

17

13

The constant need to raise campaign money prevents
politicians from representing the people and solving

real problems

Our system is corrupt because politicians have to raise
enormous amounts of money to run for office

People like me are not adequately represented in
office, so our elected representatives don't understand

our lives

Politically-powerful special interests are changing the
rules to make it harder for some Americans to vote

Women and people of color are not adequately
represented, so our elected leadership doesn't reflect

our communities

18Strongly agree (10)

Agree (6-10)

Do you agree or disagree with this statement? (0-10 scale)

While a majority of voters agree with the remainder of the values dimensions, they
lack the same level of intensity. These more specific descriptions of problems for
women and people of color and voting rights are better understood and
acknowledged by base voters and activists.



77

10 13

74

15
11

21 1 24 2

Agree Disagree Neutral Agree Disagree Neutral
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Voters are of two minds on the possibility of change. While three-fourths of
voters believe that working together, we can make democracy fairer and more
equal, a similar number still believe wealthy special interests will always find a
way to get around the rules.

Working together, we can make changes that 
would make our democracy fairer and more equal.

It's useless to try limiting money in politics 
because the wealthy and their lobbyists will 

always find a way to get around the rules.

Strongly Disagree

Disagree

Strongly Agree

Agree



20Bothers you a lot (10)

Bothers you (8-9)

Do you support or oppose this proposal? (0-10 scale)

Strongly Support (10)

Support (6-10)

Requiring more disclosure and transparency for political spending and making it
illegal for a legislature to infringe on the fundamental right to vote stand out as
the two proposals with near-unanimous agreement. Most of the others tested
have broad but soft majority support, with many voters somewhat in favor.

88

80

69

71

73

70

66

68

43

39

27

26

26

24

23

23

Require more disclosure and transparency for all political campaign
spending

Make it illegal for any state legislature to pass a law that would infringe
on our fundamental right to vote

Allow eligible voters to register and vote on Election Day

Expand opportunities to vote by allowing eligible voters to register
online and keep their registration current online

Expand opportunities to vote by allowing eligible Americans to vote
early, up to two weeks before the election

Amend the Constitution so we the people can set common sense rules
limiting the power of money in elections

Amend the Constitution so we the people can set common sense rules
limiting the influence of money in elections

Streamline voter registration by automatically registering eligible voters
through the Department of Motor Vehicles (DMV) or other government

agencies
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Do you support or oppose this proposal? (0-10 scale)

There is broad but weak support for a system of public financing through
a small contribution match, so politicians don’t have to depend on
wealthy donors. While strong with younger voters and Latinos, the
proposal rates lower among older voters and white men.

% Total 6-10 All
Race by Gender Age Targets

W-M W-W AA-M AA-W L-M L-W <30 30-39 40-49 50-64 65+ B P O

Match small contributions to 
candidates with a limited 
amount of public funds, so 
elected officials don't have 
to depend on wealthy 
donors

61 55 61 60 57 79 75 70 64 52 60 59 88 63 6

6117
Match small contributions to candidates with a limited

amount of public funds, so elected officials don't have to
depend on wealthy donors

Strongly Support (10)

Support (6-10)
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Democrats, Asian Americans, and youngers voters are most willing to have their
tax dollars contribute to financing a fairer and more equal system, but even these
voters are split. The opposition is near-unanimous against tax dollars funding such
a system, while in this case, persuasion voters are nearly 2:1 against.

If it will make politicians listen to the 
people, I would be willing to have our 

tax dollars contribute to financing a 
fairer and more equal system

I do not want, under any circumstances, 
any of my tax dollars spent to publicly 

finance political campaigns

36

52

For Against

Which of the following comes closest to your opinion:

% Total For Against Don’t know

White men 35 57 8

White women 32 50 18

African 
Americans

40 45 14

Latinos 41 54 4

Asians 44 45 10

Under 30 42 47 12
30 to 39 49 40 11
40 to 49 40 53 7
50 to 64 31 56 13
Over 65 30 58 13
Democrat 44 43 13

Republican 31 58 11

Independent 32 58 10

Base 100 0 0

Persuasion 30 55 14

Opposition 0 94 6
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After hearing these reform ideas, a slight majority of voters believe it’s possible to
create a government of, by, and for the people by working together. Notably, this value
dichotomy doesn’t draw a significant separation between base and opposition voters. In
fact, it’s persuasion voters that are the most cynical that the system will never change.

Working together, we can create a 
government of, by, and for the people so 

all our voices are heard

The political system will never change. 
Wealthy special interests and their 
lobbyists will always find ways to 

undermine our system

52

40

Possible Not Possible

Which of the following comes closest to your opinion:

% Total Possible Not Possible Don’t know

White men 47 46 7

White women 50 37 12

African 
Americans

55 38 6

Latinos 62 32 6

Asians 52 42 6

Under 30 63 31 6
30 to 39 52 41 7
40 to 49 49 41 10
50 to 64 43 46 11
Over 65 55 37 8
Democrat 55 37 8

Republican 50 41 9

Independent 48 45 8

Base 62 29 9

Persuasion 49 43 9

Opposition 60 31 9



Framing Dials: Summary Table
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Mean Unconscious 
(Dial) Rating

Persuasion Base Opposition Total Advocates

Corruption 69.2 77.7 59.7 69.3 75.5

Equal Say/Price We 
Pay

66.6 75.7 56.1 66.8 78.9

Equal Voice 66.0 73.2 54.4 65.8 74.9

Manipulate/Dishonest 63.7 74.8 57.6 64.5 70.6

In part because of familiarity, a “Corruption” frame is marginally the top message
frame – followed closely by “Equal Say with the Price We Pay”, which advocates
respond to the most strongly. On the conscious ratings, the corruption frame again
benefits from familiarity, but doesn’t effectively alienate the opposition. In fact it’s
the strongest in motivating them. On the other hand, equality frames are stronger
in motivating advocates and base voters.



Advocates & Members
Framing Dials: Conscious Ratings
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Mean Convincing Rating Mean Motivated Rating

Mean Conscious 
Rating

Enviro
Members

Union 
Members

Advocates
Likely 
Voters

Enviro
Members

Union 
Members

Advocates
Likely 
Voters

Corruption 85.1 87.3 78.6 75.2 74.5 78.0 70.9 71.4

Equal Say/ 
Price We Pay

83.1 82.0 79.6 69.2 71.2 70.4 69.8 64.6

Equal Voice 81.8 81.9 83.6 71.1 72.5 69.2 73.8 66.4

Manipulate/ 
Dishonest

79.4 84.7 73.0 70.4 69.4 78.7 61.4 66.2

While familiarity is boosting the corruption frame, particularly among union
members, it still has the problem of motivating the opposition. In the
unconscious ratings an equal say frame is the stronger of the two equality
frames. Equal voice has some strength in conscious ratings and motivation.



87

78

95

90

87

83

62

55

13

9

22

18

10

8

7

6

Advocates

Base

Persuasion

Opposition

Favorability

Corruption

26

How convincing and motivating 
did you find this message?

100 – very convincing/motivating Total 51-100

WHAT WORKS

 Strong conscious and unconscious 
convincing ratings with base and 
persuasion voters.

 References to wealthy special 
interests and their effects on our 
democracy cause a dip in support 
among the opposition.

 Language that we need to clean up 
our political system is strong, 
particularly among base voters.

WHAT FALLS SHORT

X Doesn’t effectively alienate the 
opposition and strongest in 
motivating them.

X Weaker than equal voice frames in 
motivating advocates and base.

X No language that engages base and 
persuasion voters while alienating 
the opposition.

Convincing Rating Motivating Rating

We need to clean up our political system and stop corruption in our democracy. Big campaign contributions and spending by large 
corporations and wealthy special interests are a form of legalized bribery that corrupts politicians and threatens the integrity of our 
democracy. The same groups that pour millions of dollars into politicians’ campaigns enjoy special access and special favors after each 
election. It’s time to restore our democracy and enforce tougher rules to ensure politicians can’t be bought by the highest bidder. 



96

85

96

99

76

71

44

34

20

15

28

17

8

6

0

5

Advocates

Base

Persuasion

Opposition

Favorability

Equal Say/Price We Pay
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How convincing and motivating 
did you find this message?

WHAT WORKS

 Pointing out that big money yells the 
loudest alienates opposition and 
engages the base and persuasion 
voters.

 Making sure every voter’s voice is 
heard engages the base while the 
opposition plateaus. 

 Strong conscious and unconscious 
convincing ratings with base and 
advocates.

 Stronger in motivating advocates and 
base voters than the corruption 
frames.

 Significantly less motivating for the 
opposition than corruption frames.

 Strong with persuasion even without 
the advantage of familiarity effect.

WHAT FALLS SHORT

X Persuasion voters plateau around 
reference to all having an equal say.

Convincing Rating Motivating Rating

100 – very convincing/motivating Total 51-100

We need strong protections in our democracy so every voter’s voice is heard, and every voice counts equally. That way we can all have an 
equal say over the decisions that affect our lives. Otherwise, big money yells loudest, sets the agenda, and rigs the rules in their favor, with 
tax breaks for the wealthy paid for by cuts in education or health care for the rest of us. We need to strengthen our democracy so that the 
government works for all of us.



Other Frames Tested on Equality and Corruption
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Manipulate
/Dishonest

We need our elected officials to do the right thing for everyday Americans, but we can’t 
trust them to do that when they are manipulating the rules and creating barriers to voting, 
and when lobbyists and wealthy special interests are buying access and influence. Some 
politicians today rig election laws to help themselves because they don’t like what the voters 
have to say. We need to reform the system so that dishonest politicians stop playing political 
games for their own gain and start getting things done. 

Equal Voice

In America, we can have a system of government that is of, by, and for the people—a 
democracy where everyone has an equal voice and our elected officials are held accountable 
to our needs. But today wealthy special interests and their lobbyists have thrown our system 
out of balance. They make the rules, they set the agenda, and they do it by drowning out the 
voices of everyday Americans. The size of your wallet shouldn’t determine the strength of 
your voice. American democracy means all are created equal and must have an equal voice.
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After hearing the message frames, voters are slightly more likely to
believe that by working together we can make our democracy fairer and
more equal. Cynicism that it’s useless to try to control money in politics
decreases significantly.
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Working together, we can make changes that would 
make our democracy fairer and more equal.
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Asked before messages Asked after framing
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43
42

39
36

27
28

26
26

26
29

Require more disclosure and transparency for all political
campaign spending

Make it illegal for any state legislature to pass a law that would
infringe on our fundamental right to vote

Allow eligible voters to register and vote on Election Day

Expand opportunities to vote by allowing eligible voters to
register online and keep their registration current online

Expand opportunities to vote by allowing eligible Americans to
vote early, up to two weeks before the election

Strongly Support (10)

Support (6-10)

Strongly Support (10)

Support (6-10)

Do you support or oppose this proposal? (0-10 scale)

There is a slight increase in overall support for many of the individual
democracy solutions – including requiring more disclosure and
transparency, and expanding early voting – though intensity of support
barely changes. In part the proposals were already strong.



Message Dials: Summary Table
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Mean Unconscious 
(Dial) Rating

Persuasion Base Opposition Total Advocates

Everyone 72.6 79.5 68.3 73.1 79.6

People Power 71.1 77.4 70.4 71.9 73.3

Future 70.5 77.3 57.8 70.1 76.1

Work For Us 70.0 76.5 61.9 70.0 73.6

Civil Rights 69.5 81.4 59.3 70.0 81.2

Success Stories 66.7 75.2 50.7 66.3 74.9

Opposition 62.8 55.4 71.5 62.7 21.0

All of our messages are stronger than the opposition among persuasion voters. “Civil Rights”
motivates the base and advocates. “Everyone” is strong with advocates, persuasion, and
base voters. “Future” has real potential because it moves persuasion and base voters while
alienating the opposition.



Advocates & Members
Message Dials: Summary Table
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Mean Unconscious 
(Dial) Rating

Environmental
Members

Union 
Members

Advocates Likely Voters

Everyone 79.9 80.7 79.6 73.1

People Power 73.8 77.8 73.3 71.9

Future 76.0 79.6 76.1 70.1

Work For Us 76.3 76.3 73.6 70.0

Civil Rights 78.8 78.3 81.2 70.0

Success Stories 72.6 72.4 74.9 66.3

Opposition 32.6 50.3 21.0 62.7

“Civil Rights” is strong with advocates and environmental members. Advocates
and union members respond to “Everyone” – the top message with voters.
“Future” is strong as well. “Success Stories” is reinforcing, but weaker even with
advocates and members.



Advocates & Members
Message Dials: Conscious Ratings
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Mean Convincing Rating Mean Motivated Rating

Mean Conscious
Rating

Enviro
Members

Union 
Members

Advocates
Likely 
Voters

Enviro
Members

Union 
Members

Advocates
Likely 
Voters

Everyone 83.8 85.7 79.2 71.1 79.1 77.7 73.8 69.2

People Power 81.9 85.2 79.3 72.3 77.3 77.4 74.2 70.2

Future 84.3 88.0 80.8 72.6 79.8 81.8 75.5 70.6

Work For Us 84.4 85.4 79.0 72.0 79.0 77.7 73.8 69.4

Civil Rights 85.6 81.6 85.9 68.9 81.9 74.9 85.6 67.5

Success Stories 82.7 82.9 81.5 68.7 80.4 75.9 78.7 67.3

Opposition 26.2 53.3 14.6 64.4 34.2 55.0 23.0 61.7

Motivation and conscious ratings lead to similar conclusions. “Success Stories”
plays a bigger role in motivation. “Future” with its aspirational narrative is strong
with union members.



Key Findings – Messaging Among Advocates & Members
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• Advocates and members respond most strongly to “Civil Rights” and 
“Future.” These messages embody the progressive values that motivate 
activists and members to take action. Importantly, they also rate highly 
among base and persuasion voters. The use of “rights” language around 
voting and more broadly the right of all to have their voices heard helps to 
shape the debate in a powerful way. 

• “Everyone,” which tests very well with voters, receives similarly strong ratings 
with advocates and members. It has a rapid start and voters like the notion of 
“everyone.” 

• “Work For Us” is also a successful message among these groups, particularly 
union and environmental members. This evokes an aspirational message 
that is powerful. It is less powerful to voters. 

• Notably, while “Success Stories” was not among the top testing convincing 
messages among likely voters, it shows a clear pattern of engaging advocates 
and members – and effectively alienates the opposition. 

• The opposition message alienates advocates and environmental members, 
but has some resonance with union members. 
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WHAT WORKS

 Moderately effective with 
persuasion voters, including limited 
role for government and not 
spending tax dollars to fund 
politicians.

 Persuasion voters react positively to 
voter ID.

 Even base voters agree that voting 
is an important privilege, and are 
not intensely negative towards the 
message.

WHAT FALLS SHORT

X Far less persuasive overall than the 
best messages in favor of 
democracy reforms.

X Activists intensely oppose this 
message.

Convincing Rating Motivating Rating

100 – very convincing/motivating Total 51-100

How convincing and motivating 
did you find this message?

So-called electoral reforms would damage, not improve, American democracy. Letting some people vote without proper identification is a 
recipe for fraud and opens the door to illegal immigrants voting. Voting is an important privilege that should be exercised wisely. It’s not 
hard to learn the rules and participate. The Supreme Court put the debate about campaign spending limits to rest when it decided that 
restricting free speech in elections violates our constitutional rights. Most of these changes won’t work anyway because politicians and 
special interest money always find a way around regulations. We shouldn’t be spending tax dollars to fund politicians. What our democracy 
needs is more free speech, less government regulation, and for citizens to get informed and take responsibility for voting. 
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We need to build a democracy where everyone participates, every vote is counted, and everyone’s voice is heard; where people from all 
walks of life can run for and win office, not just the wealthy and well-connected; where every eligible American has the right to vote; and 
where politicians are held accountable to fair, common-sense rules with tough enforcement of penalties. There are examples of strong 
protections in place and working in communities around the nation to curb the influence of money in politics. Now it’s time to strengthen 
our democracy by providing opportunity, real choices, and an equal voice for all. 

not just the wealthy 
and well-connected

to curb the influence 
of money in politics

everyone participates, 
every vote is counted, and 

everyone’s voice is heard

examples of strong 
protections in place

politicians are held 
accountable

real choices
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How convincing and motivating 
did you find this message?

WHAT WORKS

 Referencing the wealthy and well
connected alienates the opposition.

 Language that everyone 
participates, every vote is counted, 
and everyone’s voice is heard is 
extremely strong among both base 
and persuasion voters.

 Strong with advocates. 
 Rapid engagement on dials.

WHAT FALLS SHORT

X Doesn’t effectively alienate the 
opposition.

X Has one of the highest motivating 
ratings among the opposition.

X Persuasion voters plateau after a 
reference that there are examples 
of strong protections in place and 
working.

Convincing Rating Motivating Rating

100 – very convincing/motivating Total 51-100
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America is a nation of farmers, teachers, caregivers, inventors, entrepreneurs, and workers, founded on the belief that we are all created 
equal. We know that it’s not what you look like or where you come from that matters, but who you are. Our country’s strength is grounded 
in our ability to take many perspectives and work together as one. That’s why we believe in bringing all voices to the table, and ensuring that 
our elections are free, fair, and accessible for all citizens. When some voices are kept out of the political process, we all miss out. We need 
to strengthen our democracy so that every American has an equal voice in order to build a more perfect union.

When some voices 
are kept out of the 

political process

every American 
has an equal 

voice

and workers

strengthen our 
democracy

bringing all voices to 
the table
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How convincing and motivating 
did you find this message?

WHAT WORKS

 Pointing out that some voices are 
kept out of the political process 
alienates the opposition while 
engaging base and persuasion 
voters. 

 A reference to workers leads to a 
plateau among the opposition. 

WHAT FALLS SHORT

X Doesn’t effectively alienate the 
opposition. In fact, for much of the 
message the unconscious rating 
among opposition voters is higher 
than the persuasion. 

X Has the highest motivating rating 
among the opposition.

X Pointing out that we need to 
strengthen our democracy leads to 
a notably positive response among 
the opposition. 

X A bit weaker among advocates.

Convincing Rating Motivating Rating

100 – very convincing/motivating Total 51-100
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As a nation and as individuals, we all want our children and the next generation to have a better life and more opportunities than we did. 
But there’s something wrong when millions of hardworking Americans are just scraping by. That’s what happens when a few wealthy special 
interests have too much power and make the rules—working families get left behind. We need to work together to put everyday American 
families first and foremost, not just the wealthy and special interests. I want my children and the next generation to inherit a free and fair 
America, and that will take coming together to make our democracy work for us. 

That’s what happens 
when a few wealthy 

special interests have 
too much power and 

make the rules

We need to 
work together

not just the wealthy 
and special interests

next generation to have 
a better life

But there’s something 
wrong

free and fair Americaworking families
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How convincing and motivating 
did you find this message?

WHAT WORKS

 One of the more effective messages 
at alienating the opposition while 
engaging base and persuasion voters. 

 Strongest motivating rating with 
persuasion voters. 

 Pointing out that there’s something 
wrong when millions of hardworking 
Americans are just scraping by 
alienates opposition and engages the 
base and persuasion.

 Strong conscious and unconscious 
ratings with base and advocates.

 Articulates a populist frame that 
alienates opposition while engaging 
persuasion and base voters.

 Aspirational in reference to future 
generations. 

WHAT FALLS SHORT

X A free and fair America actually 
motivates the opposition more. 

Convincing Rating Motivating Rating

100 – very convincing/motivating Total 51-100
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How convincing and motivating 
did you find this message?

WHAT WORKS

 Strongest conscious and unconscious 
convincing ratings with base and 
advocates.

 Strongest motivating ratings among base 
and advocates. 

 Civil rights references – past and present –
effectively alienate the opposition. 

 Everyone having the right to vote and to 
have their voices heard is particularly 
strong among base voters. 

 The language of fight for our democracy 
works well. 

WHAT FALLS SHORT

X References to the 50th anniversary of 
Selma and the Voting Rights Act, and 
recent events in Ferguson and Baltimore, 
plateau ratings among persuasion voters 
and sharply hold down opposition. 

Convincing Rating Motivating Rating

100 – very convincing/motivating Total 51-100

Dr. King and other leaders who came before us spent their lives fighting for democracy, to make sure that every American has the right to 
participate. A right so sacred that people died fighting for it; our democracy is not something we should let go without standing up and 
fighting back. This means everyone gets the right to vote and have their voices heard, not just the wealthy and special interests. As we 
reflect on the 50th anniversary of Selma and the Voting Rights Act, and as we continue to stand up for fairness from Ferguson to Baltimore, 
it is clear that we're not there yet. So, now it's our turn to stand up and fight for a government that is truly of, by, and for the people. 



Other Messages Tested 
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Work for Us

Strengthening our democracy is about more than just ideals and principles. It’s about ending the 
gridlock in Washington and changing our government to work for us, so that the decisions our 
representatives make represent our interests, not those of the wealthy and powerful. It’s about 
making sure that every eligible American has the right to vote and be heard. That’s what returning 
our government to the people and getting it out of the hands of lobbyists and special interests is 
about: a country where our representatives listen and put the needs of our communities first. 

Success 
Stories

State by state, voters have created a more fair and honest democracy. Oregon recently simplified 
voter registration so that every citizen’s voter registration is updated automatically when they 
report changes to the DMV. And in Connecticut, voters passed a law to fund elections with only 
small contributions from everyday people rather than a wealthy few. Following this reform, 
Connecticut became the first state in the nation to pass paid sick leave for all employees and their 
families. Voters in these states identified a problem, joined together to solve it, spoke up, and 
made a better democracy for all.  We can do that nationwide to make sure all our voices are heard 
and so that we can have the best democracy in the world.
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Initial Post-frame Post-message

Strongly Disagree

Disagree

Strongly Agree

Agree

Over the course of the survey, voters believe with increasing intensity that,
by working together, we can make changes the would make our democracy
fairer and more equal.

Working together, we can make changes that would make our democracy fairer and more equal.
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Initial Post-frame Post-message

Strongly Disagree

Disagree

Strongly Agree

Agree

However, voters retain a high level of cynicism that it’s useless to try to control
money in politics because wealthy special interests and their lobbyists always find a
way to get around the rules. The equality frame has a bit more of an ability to hold
down cynicism after messaging than the corruption frame.

It's useless to try limiting money in politics because the wealthy and their lobbyists will always find a way to 
get around the rules.
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Initial Post-frame Post-message

Do not support at all

Do not support

Strongly support

Support

Match small contributions to candidates with a limited amount of public funds, so elected officials don’t
have to depend on wealthy donors.

Mean – 6.5Mean – 6.5 Mean – 6.3

Notably, support for a small donor match public financing system grows slightly
to two-thirds of the electorate. While overall support increase only slightly,
intensity remains low.
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Following messaging, by a nearly 2:1 margin, voters think it’s possible to create a
government of, by, and for the people by working together. Base and opposition
voters remain more hopeful about change than persuasion voters, but the latter are
less cynical after the messaging. This decrease in cynicism is true across
demographics, including among white men and Independents.

Working together, we can create a 
government of, by, and for the people so 

all our voices are heard

The political system will never change. 
Wealthy special interests and their 
lobbyists will always find ways to 

undermine our system

52
40

60

32

Possible Not Possible

Which of the following comes closest to your opinion:

% Total Possible Not Possible

White men 57 36

White women 61 29

African 
Americans

62 31

Latinos 68 25

Asians 59 35

Under 30 67 28
30 to 39 59 34
40 to 49 62 30
50 to 64 53 37
Over 65 63 29
Democrat 63 29

Republican 58 33

Independent 56 38

Base 68 28

Persuasion 58 33

Opposition 63 30

Initial InitialFinal Final
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Voters have evident frustration towards politicians and our current system, which can curdle 
the conversation with cynicism. Building in aspirational language is important to offset the 
deep-seated cynicism many voters hold around government and democracy. People respond to 
referencing the future and next generation. 

An equal voice frame is powerful in framing both the problem and the solutions—voters 
believe that part of the problem in democracy is that voters’ voices are drowned out by money 
and special interests, or simply ignored. Importantly, pointing out that big money yells the 
loudest alienates opposition and engages the base and persuasion voters. This frame is also 
stronger in motivating advocates and base voters than corruption frames. 

Voters and advocates respond strongly to inclusive language that references everyone. As we 
discovered in the focus groups, they also like of, by, and for the people. 

After messaging, the level of agreement with top testing values statements increases slightly. 
Voters more intensely agree that the lack of transparency and accountability in politics hurts 
our democracy. While base and opposition voters remain more hopeful about change than 
persuasion voters, the latter are less cynical after the messaging. Voters also believe with 
increasing intensity that by working together, we can make changes the would make our 
democracy fairer and more equal. 

Notably, support for a public financing system grows to two-thirds of the electorate. While 
overall support increases only slightly, intensity remains low. Even after messaging, a majority 
of voters remain opposed to contributing tax dollars to financing a fairer and more equal 
system. This includes a majority of persuasion voters (51%) and Independents, who are 
opposed by a nearly 2:1 margin. Moving forward, it will be important to find ways to better 
embed public financing in a discussion about broader democracy issues. 

Weaker results on
public financing among 

persuasion voters

Awareness and 
urgency to take action

increases on most issues

Concluding Thoughts

Avoid cynicism

An equal voice/equal 
say frame has the 

power to set up the 
debate we want

Inclusive language is 
important
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